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 HUMANITIES -  Geography Skills and Knowledge Study  : 
 Hampstead Heath local geographical study focusing identifying the features of Hampstead Heath using the 8 compass points, explaining 
 the land use of the Heath, mapping the area. Fieldwork studies to observe, measure, record and present the way people use Hampstead 
 Heath, conducting questionnaires. 

 ENGLISH 
 Key texts:  World Book Day - A Bear Called Paddington  by Michael Bond and Be The Change by Liz Brownlee 
 Outcomes: Outcome: Paddington Camden stories (to entertain), STEAM environment poetry (to persuade and entertain) 

 MATHS 
 Mastering Number: ‘  Going for Gold  ’ - developing automaticity  in all the known multiplication facts. Focus on more challenging core multiplication facts. 
 Multiplication and Division: Understanding and manipulating multiplicative relationships [2]: Multiplying and dividing by 100. Manipulating equations to find 
 the most efficient method. Calculate products beyond known times tables. 
 Geometry- coordinates: Give directions on a grid. Draw polygons with specified coordinates. Describe translations of polygons on grids. 

 SCIENCE  Living things and their habitats: Continue  to explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of living things in their 
 local and wider environment. Recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers to living things. This will link to Year 4’s 
 STEAM project - Dear Foe - considering those animals at threat of extinction and how we can take action to help. 

 COMPUTING  - Data and Information - Data logging. Use  a digital device to collect data automatically, identify and use data to answer questions. 

 PHYSICAL EDUCATION  : Pace, Jump, Throw - Using running,  jumping and throwing in isolation and combination. Develop flexibility, strength, technique, 
 control and balance. Challenge, Teamwork, Navigate - Enjoy communicating, collaborating and competing with each other. Take part in outdoor and 
 adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a team. 

 RE  -Concept – Ritual  Christianity  : Paschal candle. 

 PSHE  - Keeping safe  around water. Online Safety focusing  on trust. Lifting Limits - gender equality and how stereotypes can label people. 

 ART & DESIGN  and  DESIGN TECHNOLOGY  : 
 Key Skills: Drawing from observation scientific drawings Key artist: Elizabeth Gould 

 FRENCH:  Chez moi  Pupils will  present both orally  & written work about where they live and which rooms they have in their homes. 

 MUSIC  : Film music - understand the origins, traditions,  history and social context of the music. Composing and recording in two or more parts. 


